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An improved parallel inverse design method is proposed for wheel profile optimization.)e dominant merit of this method is the
ability to automatically search the target performance curve and obtain the optimized profile without artificial experience. With
the help of vehicle system dynamic theory, an EMU model has been established in Simpack, and the dynamic performance is
calculated with two profiles, i.e., optimization profile and original profile. )e contact and mechanical characters are analyzed by
Hertz’s theory, Kalker global algorithm, and CONTACT program. It is found that the rolling radius difference (RRD) with the
optimization profile is higher than the original one, especially when the lateral displacement is greater than 3mm.)e creep force
density with the optimization profile is significant with a wheelset displacement of 6∼9mm. Compared with the original one, the
distribution of contact points with the optimization profile is more uniform, and the contact position is more biased towards the
root of the wheel flange. It means the optimization profile can provide higher RRD value and creep force with large lateral
displacement, which is beneficial for reducing wheel flange wear. )e dynamic simulation indicates that the optimization profile
can help reduce the wheel flange force and wheel flange wear in a sharp curve. Meanwhile, the dynamic behaviors and wheel tread
wear on a tangent track or a large curved track are also favorable with the optimization profile.

1. Introduction

High-speed railway plays an increasingly important role in
the railway system because of its safety, convenience,
comfort, and large transport capacity. With the increase in
the speed and carrying capacity of the EMU, the wear
problems stand out [1]. )e high-speed railways are mainly
composed of tangent track and large curved track, and the
matching performance between the wheel tread and rail has
improved by wheel profile optimization [2–6]. However, the
sharp curves must exist near the station yard, and the flange
wear caused by it cannot be ignored [7]. Researches on the
optimal design of wheel profile for wheel flange wear have
not been fully developed at home and abroad. )e stress
concentration caused by the contact between wheel flange
and rail gauge corner is the main reason for wheel flange
wear. A large wheel flange force under a sharp curve will
inevitably cause severe wheel flange wear and side rail wear,

which becomes the decisive factor for rail replacement on a
curved track [8].

Some researchers paid attention to the parameters,
which could result inside rail wear, and pointed out the
measures to alleviate it [9–11]. From the perspective of the
wheel/rail relationship, reducing the side wear of the rail
means the wheel flange wear can decrease to a certain extent.
Some scholars considered the influence of different factors
on wheel flange wear and the mechanism for it, and the
corresponding measures are presented [12–15]. Ren et al.
[16] calculated the effect of different wheel flange thickness
on wheel/rail matching performance. )e results showed
that the thinner the wheel flange was, the more serious the
flange wear would be. )e abnormal flange wear can affect
the wheel/rail contact performance, matching state, and
vehicle dynamic performance [17, 18]. And the wheel/rail
profile optimization, which can improve the wheel/rail
matching relationship, has a significant effect on reducing
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wheel flange wear [14, 15]. Ren et al. [16] believed that
increasing the equivalent conicity of the wheel profile could
effectively reduce wheel flange wear.

Based on the above analysis, the problems related to
wheel flange wear have always been the focus of researchers’
attention, and reducing flange wear is the fundamental
purpose of all studies. )is paper takes the actual mea-
surement of the wheel flange wear on an EMU line as the
starting point and aims to achieve the goal of reducing flange
wear by optimizing the wheel profile.

2. Design Procedure

2.1.Measured FlangeWear. A long-term tracking test of the
wheel wear is performed on an EMU line. It shows that the
areas of wheel profile show different degrees of wear after a
considerable mileage. )e description of a wheel profile is
shown in Figure 1. Area A is the wheel tread zone, the wear
of which is caused by the train operation on the mainline.
When passing the middle radius curves, area B can affect the
curve negotiation performance, and its wear mainly happens
under this situation. Area D is the wheel flange section, and
the flange wear appears on tight curves. Area C is the ex-
tension zone. As the severe wear of the wheel profile will lead
to the degradation of wheel/rail matching performance, it
must be lathed to raise the running behavior of the vehicle.
)e time interval between two adjacent wheel repairs is the
so-called “lathing cycle.” )e difference between measured
flange thickness and standard thickness is the absolute value
of flange wear.)e wheel flange wear under each repair cycle
is given in Figure 2. )e wear includes two parts, i.e., the
flange wear caused by the operation of the vehicle and the
amount of flange loss caused by wheel repair. It is clear that
the initial wear is relatively small, and the wear becomes
severer and severer as the repair cycle increased. At present,
to guarantee the service life of the wheelset, the cutting
volume of each repair cycle is as small as possible, and a flat-
pushing method of a reprofiling template is applied. )e
reprofiling wheelsets have a change on the wheel tread,
which will cut down the equivalent conicity, as shown in
Figure 3. With the increase of the repair cycle, the equivalent
conicity is getting lower, which is unfavorable to the curving
performance of the vehicle and the wheel flange wear. )e
measured results in Figure 2 are consistent with the
scrapping situation of the wheelsets, which scrap due to
flange wear. )e shortening of the wheelset service life not
only increases the operation and maintenance cost, but the
wear will significantly reduce the wheel/rail matching per-
formance, which in turn affects the safety, stability, and
comfort of the vehicle operation. )erefore, it is urgent to
solve the problem of high flange wear on this line.

2.2. An Improved Parallel Inverse Optimization Method.
According to the literature [16], an effective way to reduce
flange wear is to improve the curing behavior of the vehicle,
which can be achieved by increasing the equivalent conicity.
)e inverse method can obtain an ideal performance index
of wheel tread by adjusting the profile directly, and the goal

is clear and easy to achieve. )e inverse method has been
applied successfully in wheel profile design [19, 20]. )e
main intention of this paper is to improve the abnormal wear
of wheel flange on the measured line. )e inverse method
can solve the problem directly by profile optimization.
However, the target performance curve in the inverse
method needs to be set in advance. In the previous appli-
cations, no specific strategy and scheme for obtaining the
target performance curve are presented. It builds mainly
relying on designers’ experience, which significantly restricts
the application of this method. )is paper proposes an
improved parallel inverse method to get the expected wheel
profile. In the proposed improved parallel inverse method,
multiple threads can run simultaneously. It can automati-
cally search for the optimal target performance curve ef-
fectively. With the help of the optimal target performance
curve and relative calculation parameters, the traditional
inverse method is applied to get the optimal wheel profile.
)e new approach is no longer depending on the design
experience of the original inverse method while keeping its
advantages of high calculation efficiency and good
convergence.

)e optimization process of the improved parallel in-
verse methodmainly included two steps. In step 1, a model is
built to find an optimal performance curve that satisfies the
requirements; in step 2, the optimal performance curve is
taken as the target performance curve, and the parallel in-
verse method is used to obtain the optimization profile.
Reference [16] pointed out that increasing the equivalent
conicity is an effective way to reduce the wheel flange wear.
However, it will be singular with small lateral displacement,
and the target equivalent conicity curve is difficult to get
accurately. )e rolling radii difference (RRD) is a geometric
parameter directly related to equivalent conicity. )e larger
the rolling radii difference is, the larger the equivalent co-
nicity will be, and vice versa [21, 22]. )erefore, taking the
RRD curve as the target performance curve is practicable.

In practice, when the lateral displacement of the wheelset
exceeds 9mm, the contact between wheel flange and rail will
appear. )erefore, it is feasible to increase the RRD value
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Figure 1: Description of wheel profile.
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within the range of 0∼9mm wheelset displacement so that
the frequency of wheel flange contact with the rail will
decrease, and the curve negotiation performance can im-
prove. As the traditional inverse design method relies on
experiences to obtain the target performance curve, the
cubic spline function is chosen to establish the model to get
the target RRD curve through automatic search. )e control
point distribution of the RRD performance curve is shown in
Figure 4. )e increase of control points is conducive to the
precise control of RRD value under each lateral displace-
ment. But this will seriously affect the calculation efficiency
and convergence. And too many control points will lead to
the waveform of the RRD curve, which will affect the op-
timization results. )erefore, four nodes with a 3mm dis-
placement interval are selected to control the RRD curve.
Point 0 and point 3 are fixed ones, and the abscissa of
moving nodes, i.e., point 1 and point 2, is set to be constant.
)e ordinates of point 1 and point 2 are variables. )en, the
multiobjective optimization method is used to get the op-
timal RRD curve, that is, the target performance curve.

When establishing the objective function of the opti-
mization model, the increase of the RRD value is achieved by

adjusting the variables. However, in the solution process,
countless combinations (z1, z2) that meet a specific target
value correspond to countless RRD curves, which will result
in innumerable wheel profiles obtained by the inverse
method. Additionally, the equivalent conicity is propor-
tional to the rolling radii difference. )e higher RRD value
means a larger equivalent conicity, which will inevitably
reduce the critical speed of the vehicle on the tangent track.
To make the critical speed satisfy the operational require-
ments with the increase of equivalent conicity, the constraint
function about critical speed must add to the model. Even
though the wheel profile, which meets the conditions, can be
obtained, it is still impossible to guarantee the optimal one.
)erefore, except for the given constrain function, the
critical speed-control term should add to the objective
function to obtain a wheel profile with the highest critical
speed, that is, the optimal profile. Moreover, as the RRD
value of the optimal profile is required to increase with the
increase of lateral displacement of the wheelset, the ordinates
of moving nodes should be constrained.

In conclusion, the optimization model of objective
performance curve established according to the design re-
quirements is as follows:

max f(z) � 0.7
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(1)

where zi (i � 0, 1, 2, 3) are the control node ordinates of the
optimization profile RRD curve; z0

i (i � 0, 1, 2, 3) are the
control node ordinates of the original profile RRD curve; and
wi (i � 1, 2) is the weight coefficient of the objective func-
tion. In this paper, the purpose of wheel profile optimization
is to reduce the wheel flange wear. w1 � 0.7 andw2 � 0.3 are
selected, according to the comparative analysis of trial
calculation. v is the critical speed of optimization profile;
390 km/h is the actual operating speed of the vehicle when
considering safety factors. With the establishment of model
(1), the target performance curve is no longer obtained by
the empirical trial method in the previous application.
Considering that the RRD curve function of the model (1) is
difficult to establish by a specific function expression and the
gradient of the RRD curve is also not available, the tradi-
tional optimization algorithm cannot solve the model. )e
Nelder–Mead [23] method is an optimization method that
does not depend on gradient information [6, 20]. And it can
be used in model (1) to solve the RRD curve function to
obtain the optimal RRD curve that meets the conditions.
After gaining the target RRD curve, the wheel profile will be
gotten by the original reverse design method. Figure 5 shows
the program flowchart of the improved parallel reverse
design method. In this figure, μ and i are the numbers of
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Figure 2: Measured wheel flange wear.
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iteration. ε′ and ε are the allowable error values. Equation (2)
is the convergence criterion of the Nelder–Mead [23]
method, and equation (3) is the cycle termination condition.

1
n + 1



n+1

i�1
f z

i
  − f(z)

−

 
2⎧⎨

⎩

⎫⎬

⎭

1/2

< ε′, (2)

where zi is the ordinate vector of group “i” moving nodes
and z is the centroid of simplex composed of the ordinate
vectors of the n+ 1 groups of moving nodes.

v> ηv0,

fμ(z) − fμ−1(z)< ε.
(3)

)e improved parallel reverse design method is a nested
loop. Firstly, two groups (z1i, z2i) i � 1, 2 are set randomly,
and the moving node ordinates (z10, z20) of the original
profile are given. For each group of the moving node or-
dinates, it can get one RRD curve. And three groups of
objective function values f1(z), f2(z), and f3(z) can be
calculated by the parallel reverse design method and vehicle
system dynamics model. )en, f1(z), f2(z), and f3(z) are
taken as the vertices to form the initial simplex [24, 25].
Secondly, the Nelder–Mead [23] method is used to con-
tinuously adjust the ordinates (z1, z2) of moving nodes to
search the target RRD curve until the optimal RRD curve is
found. )irdly, after obtaining the target RRD curve, the
parallel inverse method and vehicle system dynamics model
[26] are used to get the target function value f(z). )en, the
procedure will judge whether f(z) satisfies the loop ter-
mination condition. If it meets the requirements, the output
wheel profile is the optimal profile. If not, the program will
return to adjust the ordinates of the moving nodes until the
optimal wheel profile appears.

3. Results and Analysis

)e static contact characters and dynamical performance of
the two profiles are calculated and compared. In particular,
the wheel flange wear is analyzed. )e distance between the
backs of the wheel flanges is 1353mm, the rail gauge is
1435mm, and the rail cant is 1/40. )e influence of the
wheelset yaw angle is not considered.

3.1. Wheel-Rail Contact Characters. )e geometry of the
optimization profile and the original one is shown in Figure 6. A
clear difference appears in the region of the flange root. )e
slope in the flange root zone of the optimization profile is
slightly higher than that of the original one, which is potential to
increase the wheel flange conicity. Figure 7 describes the rolling
radii difference between the two profiles. It shows that the RRD
of the optimization profile is much higher when the lateral
displacement is beyond 3mm. )e larger RRD means larger
equivalent conicity, which can improve the curving perfor-
mance of the vehicle. )e improved curve negotiation will
reduce the contact possibility between wheel flange and rail,
which is helpful to the reduction of flange wear. At the same
time, the smaller RRD of the optimization profile within 3mm
can guarantee the straight-line running performance.

Under the static condition, Hertz’s theory, Kalker global
algorithm is applied to calculate the matching characters.
Since the load distribution of the right wheel/rail does not
change much with the lateral displacement of the wheelset,
only the calculation results of the left wheel/rail are given in
this paper. )e maximum creep force density of the wheel/
rail is shown in Figures 8 and 9. )e creep force density of
the optimization profile is significantly higher with a lateral
displacement of 6∼9mm, which resulted from the larger
RRD (see Figure 7).)e increased longitudinal creep force of
the optimization profile in Figure 9 can provide a greater
guiding force for the vehicle to pass through the curve, and
the curving performance is improved. Additionally, on a
curved track, the greater lateral creep force of the optimi-
zation profile has an advantage in reducing the wheel flange
force, thus improving the flange wear.

)e wheel-rail contact state is considered with a lateral
displacement of −12mm∼12mm. One contact position is
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calculated at an interval of 0.5mm. Figure 10 shows the
distribution of contact points versus lateral displacement of
the wheelset. )e origin of the coordinate system in this
figure is located at the nominal rolling circle of the whee,
which is 70mm away from the wheel back.)e lines between
the wheel and rail represent the contact points, and the value
of the corresponding lateral displacement of the wheelset is
shown above the wheel profile. It can be seen from Figure 10
that the contact points of the optimization profile and
standard rail distribute uniformly, and the contact position
tends to the flange root compared with the original one.
Combined with Figures 7–10, it should be noticed that when
the vehicle passes through a curved track, the optimization
profile can provide higher rolling radii difference and creep
force under the same lateral displacement. When the contact
points are located at the flange section, the contact characters

of the optimization profile have benefits for improving
curving performance and reducing wheel flange wear.

)e total area of the contact patch and the maximum
positive pressure density relative to the lateral displacement
of the wheelset are shown in Figures 11 and 12, respectively.
)e value of maximum positive pressure density is mainly
related to the contact patch area.)e larger the contact patch
area is, the smaller the value of maximum positive pressure
density is, and vice versa. Combined with Figures 11 and 12,
it can be seen that, except for the initial position, the contact
patch area of the original profile is always higher, especially
when the lateral displacement of the wheelset is within
6–9mm. )e reduction of the contact patch area of the
optimization profile will increase the contact stress, which
can cause more severe wear of wheel flange root. But at
present, the abnormal wear of the wheelset in this high-
speed line is the flange zone, not the root area of the flange.

3.2. Dynamic Behavior Analysis. According to the field test
data, the wheel flange wears mainly occur under sharp
curves, and the wear is severe. )erefore, the curve nego-
tiation performance of the vehicle is primarily analyzed, and
the straight-line running performance is verified.

3.2.1. Curve Negotiation Performance on Tight Curve.
)e lateral force and angle of attack, when the wheel flange is
close to the rail, are responsible for the rate of wheel flange
wear. On a tight curve, the dynamical performance of the
vehicle at a low speed is calculated and compared, as shown
in Figure 13. From Figure 13(a), it can be seen that the lateral
displacement of two profiles is around 9mm, which can
result in the contact between the wheel flange and rail and
cause significant wear of wheel flange and rail gauge corner.
In particular, the angle of attack of the optimization profile is
smaller than that of the original one in the circle curve
section, which is conducive to reducing the wheel flange
wear. Additionally, the flange force produced by the contact
between wheel flange and rail has a considerable influence
on flange wear. )erefore, the stress condition is depicted in
Figure 14. )e curve parameters and vehicle speed are listed
in Table 1.

It should be noticed that the lateral force of both original
and optimization profiles is almost the same, which is be-
cause the wheel flange has already contacted the rail. )e
expression of lateral force after the wheel flange contacts rail
is as follows [22, 27]:

Flateral � FN2 cos τ + FN1 sin c, (4)

where Flateral is the wheel-rail lateral force, FN2 is the normal
force of contact point at wheel flange section, FN1 is the
normal force of contact point at the wheel tread area, τ is the
flange angle, i.e., 70 degrees, and c is the contact angle.

According to equation (4), when the lateral force Flateral is
settled, the value of FN1 sin c will be the vital parameter that
affects the flange force FN2. If the normal force FN1 is the same,
the value of cwill be the determining factor that influences the
wheel flange force. )erefore, the normal force and contact
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angle are calculated, as shown in Figures 15 and 16. It can be
seen that, compared with the original profile, the normal force
of the optimization profile is slightly larger in the circle curve
segment, and the contact angle is significantly larger in the
whole lateral displacement range. )e simulation results il-
lustrate that the value of FN1 sin c of the optimization profile at
the wheel tread is significantly larger than that of the original
one, which can reduce the flange force and thus help improve
the flange wear. In summary, the flange wear under the sharp
curve is reduced by profile optimization.

Figure 17 presents the derailment coefficients of two
profiles on the tight curve. In this figure, the derailment
coefficients have a small float only in the transition curve
section. In the circle curve section, the values are almost
coincident. )e maximum derailment coefficient of the two
profiles in Figure 16 is about 0.4, which is less than the limit
value 1 of the derailment coefficient specified by the national
standard. )erefore, both of them can meet the safety re-
quirements of vehicle operation. )e simulation results of

the sharp curve indicate that the optimization profile reduces
the wheel flange wear effectively, and the purpose of profile
optimization is achieved.

3.2.2. Curve Negotiation Performance on Different Curve
Radii. To compare the curve negotiation performance of
two profiles with different radii, the authors calculate the
maximum lateral displacement of wheelset and wheel/rail
lateral force, as shown in Figures 18 and 19.)e figures show
that both the lateral displacement and lateral force gradually
increase with the decrease in the curve radius. It should also
be noticed that the maximum lateral force of the two profiles
has little difference, and the lateral displacement of the
optimization profile is lower when the radius is greater than
1000m. Based on Figure 7, the higher RRD of the opti-
mization profile improves the curving performance.
According to the calculation program of wheel-rail contact
points, the contact line, when the wheel flange is close to the
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rail, is given, as shown in Figure 18. It can be seen that when
the wheel flange contacts the rail, the curve radius of the
original profile is 800m, while the optimization profile is
between 600m and 700m. )e wheel flange of the original
profile is more likely to contact with rail gauge corner.
Meanwhile, the lateral force of the optimization profile is
larger in the case of R< 500m, which is beneficial to wheel
flange forces. Moreover, the lower lateral force on the wheel
tread area is favorable for reducing wheel-rail wear on a large
curved track (R≥ 800m).

For safety performance, the maximum derailment coeffi-
cients under different curve radius are depicted in Figure 20.

)e derailment coefficients of the two profiles are close to each
other under different curve radius, and both increase fastly
when the radius R≤ 500m. As shown in Figure 20, the original
profile has a higher value in the case of R� 800m, which is due
to the contact between wheel flange and rail. )e maximum
derailment coefficient in the figure is close to 0.4, and it is much
lower than the safety limit. )erefore, both of the profiles can
meet safety requirements.

3.2.3. Curve Negotiation Performance on Large Curved Track.
In addition to the tangent track, China’s high-speed lines
mostly compose of large curved tracks. )e curve negoti-
ation performances when the vehicle passes through an ideal
smooth track and track considering the measured spectrum
excitation of the Beijing-Tianjin track are presented, re-
spectively. In the numerical calculation, the actual curve
parameters of the newly built high-speed railway are
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Figure 15: Normal force of the wheel and rail.

Table 1: Curve parameters and vehicle speed.

Curve radius (m) Cant (mm) Vehicle speed (km/h)
300 0 10
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adopted. In the curved section, the lateral displacement of
the guide wheelset is the largest.)e simulation results of the
guide wheelset in different conditions are given as an ex-
ample for the calculation of a large curved track. Figure 21
shows the lateral displacement of the wheelset when the
vehicle passes through the ideal track at a speed of 300 km/h.
It shows that a small amplitude of vibration occurs on the
transition part of the track. In the whole running distance,
the lateral displacement of the optimization profile is sig-
nificantly smaller due to the higher rolling radii difference,
which can provide a larger guiding force. )e improved
curving performance of the optimization profile can reduce
the contact probability between wheel flange and rail, which
is helpful to cut down wheel flange wear.

When the vehicle passes through the curve with the
measured Beijing-Tianjin track spectrum at different speeds,
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Figure 16: Contact angle of the wheel and rail.
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Figure 19: Maximum lateral force.
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Figure 22: Lateral displacement of the wheelset response under different speeds.
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the dynamic behavior is simulated in Figures 22 and 23. )e
lateral displacement of the OPTwheelset is smaller than that
of the original one at different speeds, which means the
optimization profile has better centering performance in
comparison. In Figure 22, the lateral displacement fluctu-
ations on the transition curve section become less distinct
under the influence of track irregularities. Besides, as the
running speed increased, the lateral displacement of the two-
profile wheelset tends to decrease, which is related to the
steady-state of the vehicle when passing through the curved
track.

Figure 23 shows the lateral vibration acceleration of the
vehicle body.)e vehicle speeds are set at 200, 250, and 300km/
h. Under the action of track excitation, the effect of curve
parameters is not apparent. As the running speed increased, the
lateral vibration acceleration of the vehicle body increases
gradually, and the amplitude of lateral vibration acceleration of
the optimization profile is greater at the same speed. Lateral
vibration acceleration has a considerable impact on the lateral
stability of the vehicle body.)us, the lateral stabilization of the
vehicle body with the optimized wheelset will decrease.

)e root mean square (RMS) value of the wear index of
two profiles when the vehicle passes the curve at different
speeds is calculated, as shown in Figure 24. On the large
curved track, the difference of RMS value of wear index at
different velocities is very little, and both keep at a low level,
which means the average wheel-rail wear of the two profiles
is small under this condition.

3.2.4. Dynamic Performance on Tangent Track. As the
straight-line running performance and the curving perfor-
mance restrict each other, the centering performance is
described when a lateral displacement excitation is applied,
as shown in Figure 25. As the lateral displacement response
of the guide wheelset is the highest, its simulation values are
given. )e lateral displacement of the optimization profile is
always smaller on the tangent track to which the lateral
excitation is applied. After the vehicle enters the ideal track,
the centering speed of the optimization profile is also sig-
nificantly faster. )e difference between the two wheelsets
results from the higher RRD value of the optimization
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Figure 23: Lateral vibration acceleration under different speeds.
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Figure 26: Continued.
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profile, as shown in Figure 7. )e critical hunting speed of
the vehicle is calculated by the lateral vibration acceleration
method. )e critical hunting speed of the optimization
profile is 470 km/h, which is lower than the 553 km/h of the
original one. It can meet the speed requirements of high-
speed vehicles.

)e lateral vibration acceleration of the vehicle body,
when passing through a tangent track with measured
track excitation at different speeds, is shown in Figure 26.
)e acceleration increases with the increase of velocity,
and the acceleration difference between the optimization
profile and the original one is small at low speed. At high
speed, the acceleration of the optimization profile is
higher, which is due to the increase of equivalent conicity.
Equivalent conicity is considered as the direct index of
the hunting motion of the wheelset. However, the lateral
vibration acceleration of the optimization profile can still
meet the operation requirements.

Figure 27 depicts the lateral stability index of the vehicle
body at different speeds, which is significant for the straight-

line running performance. )e lateral stability index of the
two profiles also has an upward trend. When the velocity is
at a low level, the stability index of the optimization profile is
higher, but the difference gradually decreases as the speed
increased. When it reaches 390 km/h, the stability of the two
wheelsets is almost coincident. In particular, the stability
index of both wheelsets is significantly lower than 2.5 of
EMU with a speed of more than 200 km/h. )erefore, the
optimization profile meets the requirements of high-speed
vehicles for straight-line stability.)e vertical stabilization of
the vehicle body is less affected by the geometric shape of the
wheelset [6], so no further analysis is needed here.

4. Conclusions

In this paper, based on the field test data of wheel flange wear
on a high-speed line, the authors have presented a work
focused on an improved parallel reverse design method for
the reduction of wheel flange wear on the premise of en-
suring the dynamic behavior of the vehicle. )is
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Figure 26: Lateral vibration acceleration under different speeds.
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optimization method is able to search the target perfor-
mance curve automatically and obtain the optimization
profile without artificial experience, all of which are con-
ducive to the application of the method. Comparative results
obtained from the simulation in terms of flange wear, wheel
tread wear, and dynamic performance prove the effective-
ness and convenience of the proposed method.

)e contrast analysis shows that the rolling radii dif-
ference, which is proportional to equivalent conicity, of the
optimization profile is increased when the lateral dis-
placement exceeds 3mm. And the lower value under small
lateral displacement ensures the straight-line running
performance. Besides, the larger creep force of the opti-
mization profile can provide a better guiding force. On a
sharp curve, when the two-point contact occurs, the op-
timization profile reduces the wheel flange force, and the
curve radius of two-point contact is smaller. Moreover, the
average wear of the two profiles on a large curved track is
similar, and the critical speed and lateral stability index of
the vehicle on tangent track are guaranteed. In general, the
optimization profile improves the wheel flange wear on the
tight curve and ensures the dynamic behavior on tangent
track and large curved track. )e purpose of profile opti-
mization is realized. Next, the field tests of the optimization
profile are necessity. Besides, the traction for wheels is not
possible to be taken into consideration currently. )is will
be a follow-up work.
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